
 

A free, easy-to-use platform for
understanding and managing electric grids
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The Department of Energy's SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory and
its partners at Hitachi America Energy Solutions Laboratory have
released a new open-source software platform for simulating how all the
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parts of an electric grid work together, along with a graphic interface
that makes it much easier for users to understand and apply the results.

Together, these two tools can help utilities harden their distribution
systems against extreme weather and wildfires, integrate renewable
energy sources like wind and solar into electric grids and set the rates
they charge customers, among other things.

The grid simulation platform, called Arras Energy, was developed by
DOE. It's being made available to the energy community by LF Energy
as part of a suite of open-source software that utility planners and
operators, policymakers, regulators, technology vendors and other
interested parties can deploy as-is or adapt to their own needs.

"We are very pleased to deliver this important research tool to support its
broader use by utilities," said David Chassin, who managed the project
at SLAC. "Arras Energy provides a rich set of new and important
capabilities that utilities need to address the challenges of climate change
and ensure a safe, reliable, secure and resilient electricity delivery
system."

The web interface, called GLOW, was developed by Hitachi. GLOW is
designed to make Arras Energy more intuitive and easier to use so more
people can take advantage of it.

"GLOW democratizes the software platform," said Panitarn (Joseph)
Chongfuangprinya, a principal research scientist at Hitachi. "People
without experience will find it much easier to use than the old way of
typing command codes into a computer, so it will increase the user
base."

Arras Energy is based on 15 years of development at DOE—initially as a
research platform for simulating future grid scenarios and more recently
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as a high-performance commercial platform to meet the needs of
California utilities. It's many times faster in running simulations than the
original DOE research platform, and it's significantly cheaper to run.
The team anticipates significant reductions in cloud computing costs.

LF Energy is an initiative of the Linux Foundation. The research version
of Arras Energy, known as GridLAB-D, was initially developed at
DOE's Pacific Northwest National Laboratory.
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